
Functor 
 
- You have to make a sketch to show what work you are going to make.  
- All artists do this so that we know what to expect from them.  
- I do not make sketches. 
- I think it is important that we put here a lot of sea containers. 
- An iron landscape.  
- Yeah, an iron landscape would be cool.  
- I want a lot of sea containers here.   
- We have exactly to know before the exhibition what to expect from you?  
- But don’t you trust me?  
- I really do not know what I will find or get my hands on.   
- Besides all art made or planed before an exhibition should be seriously questioned.  
- I want a lot of sea containers here or there out in the field, yeah that will be great!  
- They should be in the full light of this beautiful green square! 
- It is not allowed to have containers here.  
- We don’t want that.  
- No?  
- We hide containers when we use them here ourselves.  
- We use them, but hide them, so that you only see nature.  
- Besides the grass will die under the container, that is unacceptable!  
- I want cars here, a lot of cars…. colourful and shining cars.  
- I want to sell cars here, a selling art, selling cars yeah that’s what I want!  
- Cars.       
- It is not allowed to have cars here, this is a Natura 2000 protected area and that is not a place for 
cars.  
- No? 
- When you put cars here, everybody will park cars here.  
- If you have to put something you can put boats. 
- No cars. 
- I know somebody who would like to put boats.  
- Boats are also nicer to look at in this nature.  
- I really think it should be cars. 
- Let us change also the path where the horses are walking and lead them through my situation?  
- Interactive and animal like.  
- For a change like that it will cost months to get permission.  
- It will scare the horses too much too.  
- How big you think your work will be?  
- What are the sizes?   
- I do not know, once dimensions are added the work dies in my opinion.  
- We all think that Heemskerk is not ready for a work like this.  
- Besides this will harm our reputation.   
- Art should be ambiguous.   
- It has to be clear that it is an artwork, the work can only be realised with a sign that it is really art!  
- Real art does not exist I believe  
- I like to dig a holes is that possible?  
- No, no digging allowed.  
- Let me make a garden, yeah a garden would be cool.   
- You can not bring any earth from outside the area in this protected area.  
- But if you can live with that, a garden you can make.  
- No ground?   
- We also decided we prefer your work to be hidden. 
 
Containers are abstractions which permit various different "collection types", such as lists and trees, to 
be represented in a uniform way. 


